“THE SILENCED SYMPHONY”
PROGRAM
A production by CIRCE theatre e.V.

CAST
Clara Clasen
Dylan | Music
Clara Clasen is an independent musician and writes dark theatrical alternative
rock. During and after her studies of music and sound in Bonn, she was initially
a solo artist, performing her songs on the guitar, ukulele or piano.
In 2018, her current band was formed and her first studio album "Sugar &
Morphine'' was released in October that year. In 2019 she played a
Germany-wide solidarity tour in cooperation with "The Current State of
Claustrophobia“, whose proceeds were donated to the initiative "Kein Bock auf
Nazis". In July 2019, Clara Clasen recorded an acoustic session with her band, including videos, supported by
create music NRW, which was then released in 2020 with the Bonn label Disentertainment under the title
"Cyanide & Cream". As a musical director, she collaborated on the CIRCE theatre production of "The
Silenced Symphony", which is supported by BTHVN2020/2021. Her latest single "Skin" was recorded during
the pandemic. The next album is scheduled for release in 2022. Clara’s word of advice: If you are in a
strange city by yourself, go to a karaoke bar and you will make friends instantly.
Also, more garlic is always a good idea.
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Marvin Goddon
Jules | Stage Lighting Design
Marvin Goddon made his stage debut in “Mariana Pineda” at the
Kammerspiele Bad Godesberg when he was only 11 years old. After
spending five years on the stage of the Junges Theater Bonn and picking
up juggling and acrobatic skills on the side he focussed on his academic
education. However even at the University of Cambridge his pursuits were
much broader than his Physics lectures and theatre just would not let go
of him. So he investigated what holds the world together at its very core
during the day, whilst working on a range of plays and musicals as sound designer at night. He
created and mixed sound for musicals such as “Cabaret” and “Footloose” at the ADC theatre as well as
providing lighting designs for numerous venues including some Edinburgh Fringe shows. Fortunately
for us, at the age of 31 he is back in his hometown and theatre still has not quite let go of him, so he
provides his acting talent and the lighting design for “The Silenced Symphony”.

ABOUT THE PLAY
How can we reconcile the need for freedom and security in a relationship?
Where does mindful self-protection end, where does compulsive self-isolation begin?
At which point is love worth taking the leap out of your own comfort zone?
The two-hander discusses openly, with humour and without judgement what happens when letting your
walls down in reality is so scary, that the safe space of imagination has to help out. When two people
stumble upon an emotional hurdle and words aren’t enough, music says more than anything.
If we are lucky, there is someone in our lives who gives us room for our “Sturm und Drang”, who keeps up
with our pace, who experiences ups and downs with us, with whom we can simply be.
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If we are lucky, there is someone in our lives who knows us better than we know ourselves, who swings
gallantly over the walls we have built around ourselves. Who coaxes us out of our shell, who gives us
security, who gives us courage.
Jules and Dylan have found this happiness in each other and yet even in their friendship there are feelings
that are not so easily discussed.
A New Year's Eve drenched in wine remedies this: In the safety of storytelling, the two negotiate their hopes,
fears, and desires. With Beethoven & Josephine and Jo & Lewis by their side, Dylan and Jules explore
themselves and the relationship they share.
A plea for trust in love that allows space for real fears,
A play that draws parallels across borders of space and time, a space of resonance for everyone inside and
outside the play.

ABOUT THE MUSIC
The music of “The Silenced Symphony” was created by the composer, singer and songwriter
Clara Clasen. Here is a list of the themes she composed for the production and which of Beethoven’s music
pieces they are based on:

♪ Establisher - based on 9. Sinfonie in d-Moll op. 125, vierter Satz - "Ode an die Freude"
♪ Julan Theme - based on "Das Glück der Freundschaft", Lied für Singstimme und Klavier op. 88
♪ This is Vienna - based on Violinsonate Nr. 8 in G-Dur Op. 30 Nr. 3, 1. Satz "Allegro assai"
♪ Destiny Knocking - based on 5. Sinfonie in c-Moll, Opus 67, 1. Satz "Allegro con brio"
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♪ Jowis Theme - based on Klaviersonate Nr. 14 op. 27 Nr. 2 in cis-Moll, 1. Satz, "Adagio sostenuto"
♪ Chaos - based on orchestral warm-up sounds
♪ Fluttering Thing - based on Cellosonate Nr. 2 g-Moll op. 5,2, 1. Satz "Allegro molto più tosto presto"
♪ It Might Not (Establisher Reprise) - based on 9. Sinfonie in d-Moll op. 125, vierter Satz - "Ode an die
Freude"

🎧

For the classical background of Beethoven’s music we collected some interpretations in this

Spotify-playlist: https://open.spotify.com/playlist/2nJkl0uKasSlyYjqh1YTIq?si=8b87dafdcb0848bc
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CREW
Laura Ollech
Director | Theatre and Film
After brief trips to the stage and several years as a production assistant behind the camera, Laura Ollech
found her true passion in the director's chair. After co-directing a Romeo and Juliet production for CIRCE's
parent company, the Bonn University Shakespeare Company, she now makes her solo directorial debut
with “The Silenced Symphony”. Alongside various theatre festival assistantships, an ongoing degree in art
history and various jobs in the cultural sector, she is now looking forward to focussing fully on her creative
talents. When she is not spending time in the theatre, Laura is a family person and would like to
congratulate her grandparents on their 55th anniversary.

Ina Habermann
Producer
While Ina Habermann works as a person-centred study advisor at Bonn University during the day, she is
committed to all things theatrical at night. In 2017 she staged “All's Well That Ends Well” and brought the
production of “Fancies”, written by Elisabeth Lewerenz, to the Festival of European Anglophone Theatrical
Societies (FEATS) at the Fakkeltheater in Antwerp (2018). Since 2017, she has started exploring dance
theatre together with her (art) partner Vanessa Basilio de Luca, for example with “Movement” (2017), a
contemporary dance theatre piece dealing with loss and change. Putting out her feelers into journalism, she
co-founded the bilingual socio-political interview magazine 42 Magazine and was head of the
English-language editorial until 2019. In late 2018, she founded CIRCE theatre e.V. and acts as the second
chairperson. When she is not thinking about story-telling or silence onstage, she muses about baking
cinnamon rolls.

Elisabeth Lewerenz
Author
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Leonie Overwien
Co-Producer | Stage Design and Management
Leonie Overwien is a theatre-lover as well as a philosophy-enthusiast. She works as a research associate at
the Institute for Education and Social Innovation (ibugi) in Bonn. At ibugi, she combines her passions by
exploring the performativity of philosophising and by being a lecturer in practical philosophy at Alanus
University. As an actress and stage manager for productions of the Bonn University Shakespeare Company,
Leonie fell in love with active theatre-making again and has felt at home on and behind the stage since
2014. “The Silenced Symphony” with CIRCE theatre e.V. actually means two debuts for her: as co-producer
and as stage designer she has now clearly caught fire for both. Leonie especially likes colourful socks and
the original songs by her partner Konstantin.

Vanessa Basilio de Luca
Movement Director
Vanessa Basilio de Luca is a trained drama teacher (BuT, off-Theater Neuss, Germany) and freelance actress
with Italian-Spanish roots. Since 2012 she has regularly performed on stage with the Bonn University
Shakespeare Company, is a founding member of the CIRCE theatre company and has choreographed dance
theatre projects for various events in cooperation with artists from Bonn. She took part in intensive acting
workshops at the Royal Shakespeare Company in Stratford-Upon-Avon, as well as at the Commedia dell'Arte
in Berlin. Since then she has led a UN and UNFCCC work retreat, worked in school-based projects at the
Bonn International School (BIS), mentoring school classes and advanced acting workshops for the
Brotfabrik's interKultur programme in Beuel. In 2020 she started exploring the digital space, for example
with her short film “The Shave” as a contribution to a symposium of the Institute for Education and Social
Innovation (ibugi). In 2021 she started an advanced training for performance art at the Akademie der
kulturellen Bildung. Next to moving in performative ways (and collecting all the books about art), she is
curiously exploring stage lighting cues during “The Silenced Symphony”.
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Tinka Albracht
Head of PR | Costume Design | Make-Up Design
Even during her first degree in German studies, Tinka spent years working behind the scenes at the Bonn
University Shakespeare Company in make-up and costume. She currently works as a project assistant for
the Deutsche Welle Akademie, where she has been able to expand her project management skills. She
brings this unique combination of creative and organisational skills to “The Silenced Symphony” in two
ways: she manages the make-up and costume department and, as the head of PR, takes care of the
important task of promoting our play. Her excited sense for perfect aesthetics finds its counterpart in a
professional stance when things need to get done. Also, her cockatiels are named after Gods*Goddesses
and moons - they like to sit on tables and eat her plants.

Valentin Scholz
Film Producer | Trailer
Valentin Scholz discovered his passion for producing film while studying history. After graduating, he
professionalised his self-taught skills as a one-man army. He founded his film production company
(MedialeKuenste) in 2017 and used his outstanding talent behind and in front of the camera, in editing,
sound and lighting design, in marketing and promoting his self-produced films. In addition to documentary
feature films, he has shot numerous music videos and image films, supporting projects, organisations and
people close to his heart with his creative work. Now we were lucky enough to win the exceptional
filmmaker from Bonn for our project. He is producing the theatre film for “The Silenced Symphony” that is
going to be streamed at the GreenScreen of the Digital Fringe Festival 2021. Apart from filming, Valentin
sometimes loves his car more than other human beings (just sometimes).
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A special thanks to everyone who supported us behind the scenes:
Clara Clasen, Eva Fürst, Ina Habermann, Elisabeth Lewerenz – CIRCE’s company
board
Beethoven-Jubiläums-Gesellschaft – Funding
Torben Carstensen (Beethoven-Jubiläums-Gesellschaft) – Administrative support for
all funding matters
Eutopia Bonn, Akademie für internationale Bildung (aib) – Rehearsal space
Brotfabrik - Performance space (and everything else!)
Markus Becker (Brotfabrik Team) – Building our stage, adjusting the lighting
and general tech support
Ulrike Dümpelmann (Brotfabrik Team) – Brotfabrik PR
Jan-Stephan Schmieding (Brotfabrik Team) – Planning & plotting our
performances
Marvin Goddon – Theatre lighting & magic
Eva Lewerenz – Theatre lighting & sound
Vanessa Basilio de Luca – Theatre lighting “trainee”
Jean Lavalette & Tinka Albracht – Flyer & poster design
Eva-Lotte Hill & Viola Bender – Photos
Mirco Franzkowiak, Sven Goslawski, Lena Jukna, Theresa Junkermann, Konstantin
Kornel & Jonathan “Noa” Noack - Helping hands
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